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Summary 
Lithium-pilocarpine status epilepticus (SE) resulted in delayed changes of single cortical interhemisperic (transcallosal) 
responses in immature rats. Low-frequency stimulation inducing depression and/or potentiation was studied to analyze 
possible dynamic changes in cortical responses. Status was elicited in 12-day-old (SE12) or 25-day-old (SE25) rats. 
Control siblings received saline instead of pilocarpine. Interhemispheric responses were elicited by stimulation of the 
sensorimotor region of the cerebral cortex 3, 6, 9, 13, or 26 days after status. A series of 5 biphasic pulses with intensity 
equal to twofold threshold were used for stimulation. The interval between pulses was 100, 125, 160, 200 or 300 ms, 
eight responses were always averaged. Peak amplitude of the first positive, first negative and second positive waves was 
measured and responses to the second, third, fourth and fifth pulse were compared with the first one. Animals after 
status epilepticus as well as lithium-paraldehyde controls exhibit a frequency depression at nearly all the intervals 
studied. An outlined increase of responses in SE rats in comparison with the controls three days after SE stayed just 
below the level of statistical significance. In addition, animals in the SE12 group exhibited potentiation of responses at 
this interval after SE. With longer intervals after SE, the relation between SE and control animals changed twice 
resulting in a tendency to lower amplitude of responses in SE than in control rats 26 days after SE. Rats in the SE25 
group exhibited higher responses than controls 13 days after status, but this difference was not present at the longest 
interval after SE. Low-frequency stimulation did not reveal increased cortical excitability as a long-lasting consequence 
of status epilepticus induced in immature rats. In addition, the outlined differences between SE and control rats changed 
with the time after SE. 
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Introduction 
 

Convulsive status epilepticus (SE) results in 
brain excitotoxic damage in adult experimental animals 
(Olney et al. 1986). There is a long-lasting discussion 
about morphological consequences of SE in the immature 

brain. The very first experimental data using kainic acid-
induced SE failed to find neuronal damage in the 
hippocampus (CA3 field) if SE was induced in rat pups 
younger than 18 days (Sperber et al. 1991, Holmes 1997). 
These negative findings led to the conclusion that the 
immature brain is resistant to morphological damage after 
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SE. In contrast, serious damage was found even after SE 
induced by kainic acid in 7-day-old rat pups (Babb et al. 
1995, Leite et al. 1996). The damage could be 
demonstrated only after a long interval (up to several 
months) and its distribution was different from that 
described in adult animals. Data from high dose 
pilocarpine- and lithium-pilocarpine models of SE 
confirmed the vulnerability of the immature brain. 
Degenerating neurons were found not only in the 
hippocampal formation but also in other brain structures 
(Sankar et al. 1998, 2000, Kubová et al. 2001). Similarly, 
brain damage with a somewhat different time course was 
described after SE induced by electrical stimulation of 
entorhinal cortex. Sankar et al. (2000) therefore 
concluded that the consequences of SE are age- as well as 
model-dependent. As far as the localization of 
degenerating neurons is concerned, Turski et al. (1983) 
mentioned more damaged structures (e.g. temporal 
cortex, thalamus) in their original description of the 
pilocarpine model of SE. Our laboratory recently 
described in detail neuronal degeneration in the thalamus 
(Kubová et al. 2001, 2002, 2004, Druga et al. 2005). 
Consequently, seizures in the immature brain must no 
longer be taken as „innocent“ (Holmes and Ben-Ari 
1998). 

There are almost no data available about 
possible morphological damage of neocortex after SE in 
immature animals, in spite of the fact that neocortex plays 
an important role in epileptic seizures in infancy and 
early childhood (Aicardi 1998). Cavalheiro et al. (1987) 
mentioned that neocortex exhibited neuronal cell loss in 
5 out of 14 rats with pilocarpine SE at the age of 11-21 
days. In addition, Sankar et al. (1997) demonstrated the 
presence of irreversibly damaged neurons in the cortex 
after lithium-pilocarpine SE in rat pups 3 and 4 weeks 
old. This paucity of data is surprising because it was 
shown that epileptiform EEG activity in kainate-induced 
status epilepticus (Cavalheiro et al. 1983, Cherubini et al. 
1983), as well as in seizures induced by hypoxia in  
10-day-old rats (Jensen et al. 1998) started in the cortex; 
hippocampus is involved with some delay. Hyperexci-
tability as a functional consequence of seizures elicited at 
an early postnatal age was described in the hippocampus; 
it was demonstrated after hypoxia-induced seizures 
(Jensen et al. 1992, 1998), tetanus toxin-induced seizures 
(Lee et al. 1995) and hyperthermic seizures (Chen et al. 
1999, Dube et al. 2000). These findings led us to the 
study of cortical excitability after status epilepticus 
elicited at two different developmental stages (12- and 

25-day-old rat pups). We found opposite changes in 
interhemispheric (transcallosal) responses in the 
sensorimotor cortex of rats exposed to SE at the age of 
12 and 25 days. Both groups demonstrated changes only 
after two and more weeks after SE; amplitude of 
responses was lower in SE12 rats than in controls, 
whereas the input-output curve was steeper in SE25 
animals than in control siblings (Mareš et al. 2005). We 
hence decided to continue our study with low-frequency 
stimulation to use frequency potentiation and/or 
depression as a tool to study the dynamics of cortical 
responses. Basic developmental data on transcallosal 
responses and their potentiation have been reported 
(Seggie and Berry 1972, Mareš et al. 1993a,b). 
 
Methods 
 

The experimental protocol was approved by 
Animal Care and Use Committee of the Institute of 
Physiology to be in agreement with Animal Protection 
Law of the Czech Republic (which is fully compatible 
with European Community Council Directives 
86/609/EEC). Male albino rats of the Wistar strain 
(breeding colony of the Institute of Physiology, Academy 
of Sciences of the Czech Republic) were used in these 
experiments. The day of birth was denoted as day 0. The 
animals were kept under standard conditions (temperature 
22±1 ºC, humidity 50-60 %, 12/12 light regime). Animals 
had free access to food and water ad libitum. 

Status epilepticus was induced by pilocarpine 
(40 mg/kg i.p.) in 12- and 25-day-old rats (Rejchrtová et 
al. 2005). All animals received LiCl (3 meq/kg i.p.) 24 h 
earlier. Only rats exhibiting clear-cut convulsive status 
epilepticus characterized by clonic seizures of the head 
and forelimb muscles were included into the present 
study. Paraldehyde (0.3 ml/kg i.p.) was administered after 
two hours of continuous motor seizures to interrupt 
seizures and to decrease mortality. Twelve-day-old 
animals were returned to their mothers, older rats needed 
intensive care (hydration, feeding with soft paste) for at 
least two days. Siblings treated in the same way with 
pilocarpine replaced by saline were used as control 
(lithium-paraldehyde) group; they were returned to their 
mothers at the same time as SE animals. 

Experiments were performed 3, 6, 9, 13, and 26 
days after SE; each age group consisted of 7-11 rats. 
Surgical preparation was performed under ether 
anesthesia. Stimulation electrodes were implanted 
epidurally on the right hemisphere at coordinates AP = 
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+1 and -1, L = 2 mm in relation to the bregma, i.e. 
sensorimotor region was in the center of stimulated area, 
the recording electrode was put over left sensorimotor 
cortex at AP = 0, L = 2 mm. The reference electrode was 
in the nasal bone, ground electrode in the occipital bone. 
Surgery lasted less than 15 min, then the animals were 
allowed to recover for at least one hour. Rat pups with 
immature thermoregulation (up to postnatal day 18) were 
kept on a pad electrically heated to 34 ºC (i. e. the 
temperature in the nest). Stimulation was performed by 
biphasic pulses from a constant-current stimulator; first 
threshold intensity was established and then series of 
5 pulses with twofold threshold intensity were applied 
throughout the experiment. Five different intervals 
between individual stimuli in the series were used – 100, 
125, 160, 200 and 300 ms.  

Activity was digitalized at a rate of 1 kHz and 
saved on a hard disc. Eight responses were always 
averaged by a PC-based system (Kaminskij Biomedical 
Research Systems, Prague, digitalization rate 1 kHz) 
(Fig.1). The differences of amplitude between peaks of 
the first positive (P1) and the first negative (N1) as well 
as between N1 and the second positive (P2) waves were 
measured and amplitudes of the second, third, fourth and 
fifth responses were related to the first. The oldest age 
group (26 days after SE elicited at the age of 25 days) 
exhibited P1 wave with a very short latency so that 
measurement of the amplitude of P1 was not fully reliable 
because of interference with the stimulation artifact, 
therefore only data for N1P2 amplitude are presented in 
this age group. 

Data were statistically evaluated by means of the 
Mann-Whitney test (SigmaStat®, Systat Software Inc.) 

because of predominant non-Gaussian distribution; 
p<0.05 was taken as significant. 
 

Results 
 

Generally, a tendency to differences between SE 
and control groups was often present, but only a few of 
these differences reached the level of significance (Figs 
2-4). Comparison of many data yielded values of p 
between 0.05 and 0.1; these data are described as 
tendencies. 
 
P12 group (Fig. 2) 

 Frequency depression was more common in all 
interval groups. Clear-cut frequency potentiation 
(amplitude of responses higher than 130 % of the first 
evoked potential) was recorded only in the 12+3 groups if 

 
Fig. 1. Superimposed and averaged (light curve) responses to a 
series of 5 stimuli with a 125-ms interval from a 18-day-old-rat 
(6 days after status at the age of 12 days). An upward deflection 
means positivity of cortical electrode. Time mark 100 ms, 
amplitude calibration 0.5 mV. 
 
 

 
Fig. 2. Relative amplitude of the P1N1 (left) and N1P2 (right) 
waves in the second, third, fourth and fifth (abscissae from left 
to right) responses elicited with interstimuli intervals of 125 ms in 
the animals undergoing status at the age of 12 days (obliquely 
hatched columns) and their lithium-paraldehyde controls (white 
columns). From top to bottom: 3, 6, 9, 13 and 26 days after 
status. Ordinates: 1.0 means amplitude equal to that of the first 
response. Mean ± S.E.M. is always presented, asterisks denote 
significant difference between status and control groups. 
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short interstimuli intervals were used and the N1P2 
amplitude was measured. This potentiation was more 
marked in the SE group. Three days later the SE group 
exhibited lower responses than the controls (the level of 
significance was reached with 125-ms and 160-ms 
intervals). On the contrary, responses in 12+9 and 12+13 
days old rats in the SE group exhibited a tendency to have 
a higher amplitude than responses in the control group 
especially as the P1N1 difference was concerned. This 
situation was again changed in the oldest group (12+26 
days), where a tendency to lower amplitude in the SE 
group than in control rats prevailed. 
 

P25 group (Figs 3 and 4) 
 Frequency depression was common in this 

group whereas only at an interval of 13 days frequency 
potentiation of the N1P2 waves was observed. 
Potentiation of the second response was exceptionally 
observed with longer intervals between stimuli.  

At the shortest interval after SE (25+3 days) 
responses tended to be higher in SE than in control rats, 
especially at 200- and 300-ms intervals. Six as well as 
9 days after SE responses did not exhibit consistent 
changes. Higher amplitude of evoked potentials in SE 
than in the control group was observed 13 days after 
intervention especially as N1P2 amplitude at shorter 
interstimuli intervals was concerned. Again, no consistent 
changes in the amplitude of responses were found at the 
longest interval, i.e. at the age of 51 days. 
 
Discussion 
 

No clear signs of potentiation were found in rats 
undergoing status epilepticus at either age. On the 
contrary, frequency depression was common. In addition, 
significant differences between SE and lithium-
paraldehyde control animals were rather an exception. If 
the tendencies are taken into account, results at different 

 
 
Fig. 3. Relative amplitude of the second, third, fourth and fifth 
responses elicited with interstimuli intervals of 125 ms in the 
animals undergoing status at the age of 25 days and appropriate 
controls. Details as in Fig. 2, only data for P1N1 amplitude in the 
oldest group are missing because of interference of stimulus 
artifact with P1 wave. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Relative amplitude of the second, third, fourth and fifth 
responses elicited with interstimuli intervals of 200 ms in the 
animals undergoing status at the age of 25 days. Details as in 
Figs. 2 and 3. 
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intervals after SE exhibited phasic changes. A surprising 
but consistent finding was a tendency of rats undergoing 
SE to have a higher amplitude of responses than their 
control siblings at the shortest interval studied (3 days). 
The level of significance was reached more often if N1P2 
waves were measured. This is contrary to our previous 
findings where we found responses to single stimuli in 
animals exposed to status at the age of 25 days which did 
not exhibit a higher amplitude of P1N1 waves and steeper 
input-output curve 3 days after SE but at longer intervals 
(Mareš et al. 2005). Under normal conditions, frequency 
potentiation of the P1N1 waves appears since the fourth 
postnatal week (Mareš et al. 1993b). Failure to record 
frequency potentiation of interhemispheric responses in 
both SE and control animals older than three weeks might 
be associated with separation of animals from their 
mothers; intensity of the stimulation current may also 
play a role. The constant-current stimulator and averaging 
technique probably resulted in lower threshold intensities 
than in our older series of experiments performed with a 
constant-voltage stimulator (Mareš et al. 1993b). 
Intervals between stimuli can be excluded as the cause for 
our findings – the whole range of intervals (from 100 to 
300 ms) yielded the same results in 25-day-old and adult 
rats in the original developmental study (Mareš et al. 
1993b). There were some differences between responses 
if P1N1 and N1P2 amplitudes were compared. The N1P2 
amplitude seems to be more often altered than P1N1. It 
could be due to different generators of individual waves: 
P1 and N1 represent monosynaptic excitation of deep and 
superficial cortical layers, whereas the P2 wave 
represents a polysynaptic part of the interhemispheric 
evoked potential (Grafstein 1959). 

There is degeneration of at least some cortical 
neurons as demonstrated in adult rats by Turski et al. 
(1983) and in rats pups by Cavalheiro et al. (1987) as 
well as in our previous paper (Mareš et al. 2005). We 

found more degenerating neurons (mostly cells with 
characteristics of interneurons) 24 h after status in the 25-
day-old group than in the 12-day-old group (Mareš et al. 
2005). Degenerating neurons exhibit features of 
interneurons (never of pyramidal cells) so that the basic 
cortical dipole generating P1 and N1 waves is probably 
not markedly changed by status epilepticus. 
Unfortunately, there are no data on cortical functions 
after status epilepticus in immature rats in the literature to 
have a possibility of comparison. Potentiation of the 
second response in some tests has to be studied in 
separate experiments focused on possible paired-pulse 
potentiation and its maturation (Mareš et al. 1993b). Late 
components of responses could be better analyzed in a 
paired-pulse paradigm. Easier elicitation of epileptic 
seizures (i.e. higher excitability) found in limbic 
structures after various epileptic insults in immature rats 
(Jensen et al., 1992, 1998, Lee et al. 1995, Chen et al. 
1999, Dube et al. 2000, Jensen and Baram 2000) remains 
to be tested in the cerebral cortex. Our first results with 
epileptic afterdischarges induced by electrical stimulation 
of the sensorimotor cortical area speak in favor of a 
substantial difference between neocortex and limbic 
structures (Tsenov et al. – in preparation). 

We demonstrated changes of the ratio of 
responses between SE and control rats at different 
intervals after status. This finding is in full agreement 
with our former study of motor performance of rat pups 
after SE (Kubová et al. 2000). This could be taken as the 
main result of our present study and a warning to avoid 
general conclusions based on the results of only one 
interval after status epilepticus. 
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